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ABSTRACT 
 
Fires in heavy trucks have long been a source of fatalities and serious injuries in heavy truck 
accidents.  Fuel tanks on these trucks are vulnerable to impacts and can release large volumes of 
combustible fluids in many impact circumstances.   This paper analyses a real-world heavy truck 
accident involving a frontal offset crash with a resulting fire and serious injuries.  Laboratory testing 
and finite element analysis are utilized in this study to establish the effectiveness of front underride 
protective devices and fuel tank guards in mitigating the potential for fuel tank breaching the subject 
crash.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Fuel tanks in heavy trucks have traditionally been placed outside the frame rails in a side-saddle 
arrangement.  This fuel tank arrangement was abandoned decades ago in passenger cars, light trucks, 
and vans due to the vulnerability of the fuel tanks.  
 
In 1983, the University of Michigan studied fires and fatalities in heavy truck accidents.[1] This study 
found the rate of fire-associated fatalities in diesel fueled road tractors was 15 times as high as the 
corresponding fatality rate among passenger car occupants.  The study noted “Yet some improvement 
might result from strengthened front axle mountings, from moving the fuel tanks in from the absolute 
edge of the vehicle side boundary, etc.” 
 
The United States Department of Transportation (DOT) published Truck Occupant Protection in 
1986.[2] This study found that post-crash fires were involved in 16% of heavy truck fatalities 
compared to only 4% for passenger cars.  The report identified several mechanisms that could rupture 
the fuel tank including the following: 
 

 Frontal impact with low object: Front axles, battery boxes, etc. contacting tanks 
 Side impact, vehicle into truck: Direct impact into tank 
 Rollover: Scraping along ground, contact with object, fuel cap leakage 
 Collision with fixed objects: Mounting guardrails/barriers, direct contact 

 
In 1986, the DOT also published Heavy Truck Safety Study.[3] This study identified post-crash non 
cargo related fires as a vehicle related safety issue.  This study notes the American Trucking 
Association (ATA) recommended exploring the concept of cab fireworthiness, and developing a cab 
capable of protecting an occupant in a fire for a specific period of time.  This study also suggested that 
truck front end structures could be designed for energy absorption and deflection in order to manage 
full frontal and offset frontal impacts.   
 
  



In 1994, the United Nations ECE published a standard for the design of a front underrun protective 
device, also known as a FUPD.  The FUPD is required to resist loads a 80 kN and 160 kN at different 
locations (See Figure 1).  In addition, the displacement during the test is limited to 400 mm.  A FUPD 
resists underride and engages the energy absorbing structures of passenger cars and LTVs, providing a 
significant improvement protection to the occupants of these vehicles.  By 2003, European trucks 
were required to comply with ECE R93.  In 2009 Australia adopted the requirements of ECE R93 as 
Australian Design Rule 84/002. 
 

 

Figure 1 ECE R93 Test 
 
Another improved design to reduce the vulnerability of the fuel tanks in a crash is the addition of fuel 
tank guards.  This approach was recommended as early as 1970.[4]  Specifically stating that “the 
relative frequency of fires of the fuel tanks; accordingly, crash guards could well be designed to 
minimize the possibility of fuel tank damage at impact.”  Fuel tank guards were also suggested in the 
1989 Heavy Truck Fuel System Safety Study.[5]  As an example, buses are generally built on heavy 
truck chassis and are subject to federal regulations that require side impact testing.  Therefore, buses 
locate their fuel tanks inboard of the frame or add guards to protect the tank (see Figure 4).   
 

 

Figure 2 Bus Fuel Tank Guard 
 
 
  



METHOD AND RESULTS 
 
A real world crash was investigated wherein a Class 8 heavy truck ran into the rear end of another 
heavy truck with an attached trailer.  The accident occurred on a freeway and GPS data from the 
subject truck shows it was traveling at a typical freeway speed prior to the accident, approximately 
114 kph (71 mph).  The subject vehicle approached stopped traffic.  The driver applied the brakes and 
steered to the left in an attempt to avoid a crash, but was unable to do so.  The right front of the 
subject truck struck the left rear of a stopped trailer in a moderate overlap configuration.  The impact 
engaged the subject truck’s right front wheel and axle, driving the wheel and axle assembly rearward 
into the fuel tank.  The fuel tank was ruptured, resulting in a “fireball” explosion which was caught on 
video.  Following the collision, the subject truck was redirected away from the impacted trailer and 
continued at a speed of 66-74 kph (41-46 mph), coming to rest in the grassy median.  Figure 5 below 
shows photographs of the accident scene. 
 

 

  

Figure 3 Accident Scene Photos 
 
  



Sled Impact Testing  
A crash test on an equivalent heavy truck framework and suspension was conducting by running a 
2,345 kg impact sled offset from the primary truck frame at a speed of 36.5 kph in order to establish 
the forces and energy need to break the axle free (see Figure 4).   
 

 

Figure 4 Sled Impact – Setup 
 
During the test, the front fascia provided minimal resistance and did not significantly slow or redirect 
the sled.  The sled face struck the right front wheel and tire assembly, engaging the front axle 
assembly.  The centering pin connecting the front axle assembly to the leaf springs was sheared off, 
and the U-bolts clamping the front axle beam to the leaf springs were deformed as the front axle was 
driven rearward.  The right front wheel and tire assembly was driven into the leading edge of the fuel 
tank.  The fuel tank was deformed by the impact and was broken free from the chassis frame rail.  
Following the test, the fuel tank was observed to leak.  Figure 5 below the shows the damage 
generated during the test.  
 

  

  

Figure 5 Sled Impact – Post Test Photographs 
 
 



A cloud of red hot sparks was produced during the impact when the front axle beam began to displace 
rearward.  Figure 6 below is a still from the test video showing the propagation of the hot sparks 
during the test.   
 
 

 
Figure 6 Sled Impact – Sparks Generated during Sled Impact 

 
Finite Element Analysis 
The physical sled impact test was then simulated using finite element analysis (FEA) with a publicly 
available heavy truck model that was developed by the National Transportation Research Center 
(NTRCI) using LS-DYNA[6].  The FEA model was developed based on a heavy truck with a 
configuration similar to that of the subject truck that was produced by the same manufacturer as the 
subject truck[7, 8, 9, 10].  Extensive material strength testing data was incorporated into the finite 
element model, and the model was validated using real world full scale crash testing.   
 
The results of the sled impact FEA simulation matched well with the physical laboratory testing.  
Figure 7 compares the results of the FE simulation to the results of the physical test at the point of 
maximum dynamic intrusion.  The similarity in performance between the FE model and the exemplar 
chassis in the physical test validates the performance of the FE model for this type of impact. 
 

  
FE Simulation Results Physical Test Results 

Figure 7 Sled Impact Simulation Results vs Physical Test Results 
 

  



A front underrun protective device (FUPD) constructed of 152.4 mm square steel tube with a 6.35 
mm wall thickness and a yield strength of 540-690 MPa and shaped to match the bumper profile like 
some production FUPD devices was then added to the FEA simulation and tested under the same sled 
impact scenario (see Figure 8).  The FUPD effectively kept the axle from significantly impacting the 
fuel tank, thereby reducing the probability of a fuel tank rupture and subsequent fire (see Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 8 FUPD FEA Design 

 

  
Production Design 
Simulation Results 

Improved Design 
Simulation Results 

Figure 9 Sled Impact Simulation Comparison – Production vs. Improved Design 
 
Protecting the front axle and steering components during a crash has the added benefit of allowing the 
operator of the tractor to maintain steering control following the crash.  In addition, the FUPD would 
provide a more compatible structure for an impacting vehicle to engage, allowing deployable safety 
system to sense and activate more appropriately, and reducing the potential harm to occupants of a 
partner vehicle. 
 
  



Finite Element Analysis – Full Tractor Trailer 
A simulation in which two tractor-trailer combinations impact each other was developed using the 
same NTRCI updated model and a set of three new finite element simulations were conducted.  For 
each simulation, the impact configuration was as shown in Figure 10 below.  The impacted trailer was 
oriented 7.7° clockwise from the impacting tractor with approximately .9 m (3 ft) of overlap with the 
impacting tractor.  Each tractor was 6,891 kg (15,192 lbs), and each trailer was 6,125 kg (13,503 lbs).  
The impact speed was 105 kph (65 mph). 
 

 

 
Figure 10 Tractor Trailer Impact Orientation 

 
The first simulation was a baseline case with the standard front end and tank configuration of the 
subject vehicle.  In the second simulation, the FUPD design used in the sled impact simulation was 
added to the impacting tractor.  In the third simulation, a tank guard was added in addition to the 
FUPD.  The fuel tank guard consisted of 50.8mm square steel tubing with a 4.75mm wall thickness 
and a yield strength of 356 MPa, shown in Figure 11.  The guard also had a sheet metal cladding 
measuring, shown in transparent green in the illustration for clarity, measuring 4.76mm at the front, 
1.5mm on the side, and 1.0mm at the rear. 
 



 
Figure 11 Fuel Tank Guard 

 
The results of the three runs are compared below in Figure 12 and Figure 13.  Similar to the lower 
speed sled impact simulations, the FUPD provided energy absorption and helped to deflect the tractor 
away from the impact as it deformed.  While it did not prevent impact between the tank and the front 
axle/wheel assembly, it did significantly reduce the amount of damage energy imparted to the tank 
when compared to the baseline simulation.  The simulation with both the FUPD and the tank 
guard/cage, eliminated significant contact between the front axle/wheel assembly and the fuel tank. 
 
  



Baseline Baseline with FUPD 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 12 FEA Summary – Baseline vs FUPD 

 
  



Baseline Baseline with FUPD and Tank Guard 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 13 FEA Summary – Baseline vs FUPD and Tank Guard 

 
 
  



CONCLUSIONS 
Common heavy truck construction in the United States is vulnerable in offset frontal impacts and 
places smaller impacting vehicles at risk.  Offset impacts can compromise steering components, 
displace axles, and can potentially engage the fuel tanks.  Offset sled impact testing was an effective 
methodology for evaluating the offset frontal impact mode and demonstrated component failures 
consistent with those seen in real world accidents.  A 2,345 kg sled frontal offset impact at 36.5 kph 
broke the axle free allowing it to impact and damage the fuel tank.  Finite element analysis proved 
effective at matching the results of the offset sled impact test.  A square tubular FUPD simulation of 
the frontal offset impact was able to protect the front axle and completely eliminate interaction with 
the fuel tank.  Front underrun protective devices provide additional protection even at impact speeds 
up to 105 kph (65 mph) (and the damage energy was reduced by 37%).  FUPD and a tank guard 
demonstrated significant protection of the fuel system at speeds up to 105 kph (65 mph), essentially 
eliminating axle/wheel contact with the fuel tank. 
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